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Abstract—Predicate Based Encryption (PBE) is a novel family
of public key encryption schemes that allows for expressive,
and fine-grained, access control to be integrated within the
cryptographic process. Providing an efficient means to realise
distributed encrypted access control. Security patterns allow for
security problems and their solutions to be described concretely
and precisely, and be applied directly within the software development process. Pattern languages provide a means to specify
how a set of interconnected patterns can be used together to solve
a set of related problems. This paper proposes the construction
of a pattern language governing the design and deployment of
PBE crypto-systems. An overview for the proposed language
is given together with a discussion towards issues affecting its
specification.
Index Terms—Data Security, Cryptography, Access Control,
Web Services, Security Patterns, Pattern Languages

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traditional public key encryption schemes provide too
fine-a-grained access control over encrypted data. By design,
decryption can only be specified on a per entity basis. For
each intended decryptor a separate decryption key will be
required. There is a gap between the access control policy that
is specified and its representation as provided by the encryption
scheme. Expressive styles of encrypted access control cannot
be implemented efficiently using these traditional schemes.
Predicate Based Encryption (PBE) is family of public key
encryption schemes that allows for Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) to be integrated directly within the cryptographic
operations [1]. Generally speaking, within PBE the decryption
of a cipher-text is dependent upon the satisfaction of a predicate
by a set of attributes, allowing for one-to-many decryption of
cipher-texts. PBE schemes allow for an efficient means through
which expressive, and fine-grained, access control can be
specified over encrypted data. Crypto-systems can make use of
PBE to provide both distributed access control, and expressive
keyword search over encrypted data. Research towards PBE
has concentrated on the construction of PBE schemes, and
several different implementations of a PBE scheme have been
used to provide encrypted access control [2]–[5]. However,
it is not clear what the ‘best practises’ are regarding the
general application, and deployment, of PBE schemes as
part of a crypto-system. That is, what are the complete
cryptographic measures required, including key management
and implementation worries, that an organisation needs to

implement to provide guarantees towards confidentiality and
access control when using PBE. It is not clear how non-experts
in both the security and applied cryptography domain should,
and could, use PBE within their crypto-systems.
Within software engineering a pattern represents a specific
solution to a recurrent problem. Design patterns can be used
to build conceptual models of systems, and security patterns to
build secure systems. Patterns can be used to encapsulate best
practises for the problem they solve, and be applied during
each stage of the software development process [6].
This paper proposes the construction of a pattern language
governing how PBE can be deployed, and used as part of
a crypto-system to provide distributed access control over
encrypted data. By using this pattern language the ‘best
practises’ concerning the deployment of PBE crypto-systems
can be captured, formalised, and made accessible to those who
lack expertise within the security, and applied cryptography
domains.
This paper is organised as follows: Section II introduces
PBE Schemes and Crypto-Systems. Section III provides an
overview of security patterns. An overview of the proposed
pattern language is given in Section IV. Section V presents the
proposed research methodology. Section VI discusses several
design challenges for the pattern language. The evaluation of
security patterns is discussed in Section VII. Related work is
discussed in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes the
paper and discusses future work.
II. P REDICATE BASED E NCRYPTION
PBE is a family of public key encryption schemes that allows
for ABAC to be integrated within the decryption process [1].
In this section PBE schemes, and PBE crypto-systems are
described.
A. Schemes
In Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) the decryption of
a cipher-text is determined by the satisfaction of an access
policy, represented as a monotone boolean formula, by a set
of attributes [7]. Since a boolean formula can be potentially
satisfied by many sets of attributes, a single cipher-text can
be decrypted by many decryption keys: Encryption is one-tomany. ABE schemes make use of general predicates only,
PBE schemes build upon ABE schemes in that specific

predicates, such as inner-product, can also be used to construct generic deployment of PBE crypto-systems. To address this
an encryption scheme. PBE is also a known sub class of problem de Muijnck-Hughes [10] introduced five generic
‘Functional Encryption’ [8]. The use of the predicate to deployment scenarios for PBE crypto-systems.
When used to provide public key encryption services, a PBE
construct the decryption key, or encryption key, gives rise
crypto-system will consist of three types of entity: the Key
to two types of PBE scheme.
Ciphertext-Policy (CP) schemes use predicates as encryption Authority—the entity responsible for creating, and assigning,
keys, and decryption keys are derived from a set of attributes decryption keys; Encryptors—entities that encrypt data; and
[9]. The functionality afforded by CP schemes directly mimics Decryptors—entities that decrypt data. Both encryptors and
that of ABAC. CP-PBE schemes offer a means to provide decryptors will interact with the key authority to obtain both the
distributed encrypted access control within a system. Subjects MPK, and information to construct encryption keys (encryptor)
i.e. decrypting entities, can only access the resource (cipher- and Dec(entity)—decryptor. This is the prototypical deploytext) if their attributes (decryption key) satisfies the access ment scenario for a public key encryption crypto-system. Other
deployment scenarios can be specified by varying: a) ownership
policy (encryption key) associated with the resource.
Schemes that use predicates to construct decryption keys, of the key authority, either a service provider or service user;
and sets of attributes to construct encryption keys, are known b) the type of entity owning the key authority, either a decryptor,
as Key-Policy (KP) schemes [7]. KP-PBE schemes offer a encryptor, or neither i.e. independent; and finally c) the type
means to provide expressive keyword search over encrypted of PBE scheme used either Ciphertext-Policy or Key-Policy.
data. During encryption cipher-texts are tagged with a set These variations result in the following five generic deployment
of keywords (the encryption key) and decryption keys act as scenarios.
search queries over cipher-texts.
• PBE-within-a-Service: A service provider is the Key
A general PBE scheme consists of the following four
Authority and embeds a CP-PBE scheme within their
operations:
own service offerings. Users of the service, acting as
Encryptors and Decryptors, can use the PBE scheme to
• Setup: initialises the crypto-scheme and generates a master
selectively share their data amongst each other.
secret key MSK, used to generate decryption keys, and a
• PBE-as-Service: A service provider is the Key Authority
set of public parameters MPK.
and provides a service offering CP-PBE. This affords
(MSK, MPK) := Setup()
(1)
service users, acting as Encryptors, and Decryptors, the
ability to selectively share their data outwith the confines
• KeyGen: generates a decryption key Dec(entity) based
of a particular service.
upon the master secret key and some entity supplied input.
• ‘Database’ Access: A service provider acts as the Key
Dec(entity) := KeyGen(MSK, input)
(2)
Authority and Encryptor, encrypting their data using KPPBE. Service users, acting as Decryptors, can then be
• Encrypt: encrypts a plain-text message M using the
provided decryption keys as a means to provide expressive
public parameters and supplied encryption key for an
keyword search over encrypted data.
entity.
• ‘Database’ Submission: Using KP-PBE a service
provider can be the Key Authority and employees/affiliates
CT := Encrypt(Enc(M ), MPK, M )
(3)
of the service provider as Decryptors. Service users, acting
• Decrypt: decrypts a cipher-text if and only if the attributes
as Encryptors, can submit content to the service provider.
held by the entity can satisfy the access policy.
Within the service providers domain access to submitted
content can be restricted using the decryption keys.
M := Decrypt(Dec(entity), MPK, CT )
(4)
• Distributed Security: Service users act as the Key
where ‘input’ and Enc(M ) will either be a predicate or set
Authority and use CP-PBE to selectively control access
of attributes depending on the type of PBE scheme. Several
to their encrypted data, accross multiple services to other
implementations of PBE schemes are listed within Boneh et
service users, and providers. Decryptors i.e. other service
al. [8].
providers and users, can be provided decryption keys as
Remark 1: The two types of PBE scheme each beget a
a means to restrict their access to the encrypted data.
different style of access control. CP schemes provide a form of
The five deployment scenarios each represents a solution to a
discretionary access control, and KP schemes provide a form different recurring deployment problem regarding PBE cryptoof mandatory access control.
systems. However, the descriptions by de Muijnck-Hughes [10]
are not well documented nor are they formal. There is a need
B. Crypto-Systems
for well documented, formal descriptions of the deployment
PBE has already be used to provide guarantees towards of PBE crypto-systems.
the confidentiality of data as part of a crypto-system [2]–[5].
III. S ECURITY PATTERNS
Each of these systems represents a specific, and application
dependent, deployment of a PBE based crypto-system. The
systems presented in references [2]–[5] do not address the

Patterns represent a well documented solution to a recurrent
problem within a particular context. Software patterns present
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the tried and tested design decisions made by software
engineers and will encapsulate the designer’s experience within
the pattern [11]. Patterns provide non-domain experts a means
to access a domain experts knowledge. Patterns can be applied
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at all levels of the software development lifecycle. Moreover, a
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single pattern may not be enough to describe the solution to a
set of problems. Pattern languages provide a means to specify
how a set of interconnected patterns can be used together to
CP PBE
KP PBE
solve a set of related problems [12].
Security patterns are patterns that describe solutions to
recurring security related problems [6]. Not only can security
Access
Group Info.
Tokens/
Token
System
patterns be used to describe well known security concepts
Control
Secrecy
Credentials
Management
Administration
but also security mechanisms within software engineering.
Pattern-oriented approaches are increasingly being used to PBE Pattern Language
develop secure systems [13]. Security pattern languages are
pattern languages within the security domain. By using security
Fig. 1. Pattern Diagram for PBE Crypto-Systems
patterns complex security concepts, and mechanisms, can
be expressed concisely and explicitly such that non-domain
Recall from Section III, the five deployment scenarios for
experts can understand them, and consequently use them [14].
Moreover, Cuevas et al. [15], [16], use a pattern-based approach PBE can be used to provide solutions for known security
to model Untraceable Secret Handshakes, a cryptographic patterns. Examples of these known patterns are given in the
protocol that allows two parties within the same group to share top most layer of Fig. 1. The highest layer in the language
a secret key and also prove group membership. Patterns can will represent each of the five deployment scenarios presented
as individual patterns. This represents the main interface to the
be used to represent advanced crypto-systems.
The five scenarios, presented in Section II-B can be used to language.
The next layer in the diagram presents patterns for the two
realise different security concepts. In fact these five scenarios
are reminiscent of several existing security patterns. The two types of PBE crypto-systems: Ciphertext-Policy and Key-Policy.
database-oriented patterns could be used to implement the These two types of crypto-system will each represent a more
asynchronous secure channel pattern (both directions) [6], and generalised deployment of a PBE crypto-system based upon the
the two as-a-service patterns could be used to realise Brokered underlying type of PBE scheme, and access control required.
(PBE-as-a-Service) and Direct Authentication—PBE-within- Within each deployment pattern there will always be a need
a-Service [17]. However, these existing patterns represent for a key authority, an encryptor, and a decryptor. It will be the
application areas in which PBE can be used to provide location of these entities and their possible interactions that will
guarantees. These patterns do not address the fundamental change. Although these two patterns will use different access
cryptographic operations, and key management operations, control styles, they can nonetheless be described as a different
required for PBE crypto-systems; they were created before deployment of an even more generic PBE crypto-system.
The remaining layers of the PBE pattern language will conthe advent of PBE.
Given the view from Delessy et al. [14], and the work from sist of patterns that when combined can be used to model, and
Cuevas et al. [15], [16], it naturally follows that a pattern-based also implement, a generic PBE crypto-system. These patterns
approach can be used to describe advanced crypto-systems represent the common components found within PBE cryptothat utilise state-of-the-art cryptographic techniques. Namely, systems. Within this layer the patterns will be a combination
a pattern-language can be constructed that can be used to of existing patterns and patterns specific for implementing
specify, deploy, and use PBE crypto-systems. The proposed PBE. These different patterns can be grouped into five areas:
a) Group Information Secrecy—patterns modelling the cryppattern-language is described in the next section.
tography; b) Access Control—patterns modelling the access
IV. PATTERN L ANGUAGE OVERVIEW
control; c) Tokens/Credentials—representing cryptographic
The pattern language is envisaged as a multi-layered pattern keys; d) Token Management—patterns for key management;
diagram that details how each of the five deployment scenarios and finally e) System Administration—patterns modelling the
can be realised. Fig. 1 contains the pattern diagram for the Key Authority. Section VI discusses the issues forseen in
proposed language. Each layer in the diagram represents a pattern selection and creation for this layer.
different layer of abstraction: Higher layers represent more
V. M ETHODOLOGY
abstract concepts, and lower layers more concrete realisations.
Within each layer there will be patterns that provides solutions
The main goal for our pattern language is to provide a
to the problems associated with each layer.
separation of concerns concerning the deployment of PBE

crypto-systems. To achieve this goal the pattern language
outlined within Section IV will be constructed and later
evaluated.
Before the construction of the pattern language, the existing
security pattern landscape will be surveyed to identify any
existing patterns suitable for inclusion within the pattern
language. Bunke et al. [18] recently studied the security pattern
landscape, enumerating and classifying over 300 different
security patterns. This work will be used as a basis for our
own investigation.
A bottom-up approach will be taken towards the actual
development and construction of the pattern language. Patterns
representing the five different component areas of a generic PBE
crypto-system will be addressed first—The component layer
from Fig. 1. This layer provides an ideal separation between
the patterns required for implementing PBE in software, and
patterns concerned with deployment. The challenges forseen
with this layer are discussed further in Section VI. Next, the
layer representing the two types of PBE crypto-system will be
addressed. Finally, the patterns representing the deployment
layer of the language will be constructed.
To determine the success of the resulting pattern language
it will be evaluated using techniques taken from previous
studies of the pattern language landscape [19]–[21]. Section VII
discusses further our intended direction concerning pattern
language evaluation.
VI. C HALLENGES A FFECTING C ONSTRUCTION
Central to the pattern language is the construction of a
generic PBE crypto-system. Section IV introduced five areas
that deal with different functional units within a generic
PBE crypto-system. This section discusses the challenges
arising from selecting/designing patterns for each of these
areas. Although, each of the five areas are to be discussed
individually, another challenge is the combination of patterns
when specifying patterns for a generic PBE crypto-system.
Moreover, this paper is concerned with the overall design of
the pattern language. Lower level patterns that address the
implementation in software of a generic PBE crypto-system
will not be included in this discussion.
A. Group Information Secrecy
Patterns exist that present patterns for the use of public key
cryptography to provide guarantees towards data confidentiality
[22], [23]. However, they were specified before the advent
of PBE. These patterns are not suitable for modelling PBE
schemes. These patterns do not address the one-to-many
encryption and relation to ABAC that is inherent within PBE.
New patterns need to be constructed that describes how to
achieve Group Information Secrecy. Furthermore, these new
patterns need to take into account both KP-PBE and CP-PBE
schemes.
B. Access Control
Although Group Information Secrecy will model the confidentiality aspect of a PBE scheme, the style of access control

also needs to be modelled. Patterns addressing access control,
especially within distributed systems, have been presented [24]–
[26]. The challenge here will be to see what, and how, patterns
addressing ABAC can be incorporated with the patterns from
the other four areas. For instance, KP-PBE and CP-PBE both
promote two different styles of access control: discretionary,
and mandatory. In fact these styles of access control could be
modelled by the Capability pattern [25], and ABAC pattern
[26].
C. Token/Credentials
Within PBE the cryptographic keys will be constructed
from sets of attributes or predicates. These cryptographic
keys could be represented using the models for attributes
and access policies that are mentioned in many of the access
control patterns. However, the problem is in deciding which
representation to use when modelling either CP-PBE and KPPBE schemes.
D. Token Management
A separate yet related issue to the representation of cryptographic keys is their management. Several patterns exist
that look at cryptographic key management [27], [28]. These
patterns provide solutions to problems found when providing
a Public Key Infrastructure including key generation, key
exchange, key revocation, and key storage. However, these
patterns were designed using traditional public key encryption
schemes and mechanisms. They are not suitable for direct use
with PBE schemes. In this area of the pattern language, patterns
need to be constructed that provide public key infrastructure
solutions but use PBE schemes instead of traditional public
key schemes.
E. System Administration
Although Section VI-D discussed more technical aspects
of this administration, the managerial aspects also need to be
modelled. Within PBE schemes the cryptographic keys are not
numbers. Keys are derived from attributes and policies both
of which posses some meaning. The keys created will be used
to represent existing security policies, and describe subjects,
resources, and the environment in which these policies are
used. Patterns need to be constructed that take into account
the access control administration and the cryptographic key
generation.
VII. E VALUATING S ECURITY PATTERNS
The security pattern landscape has been analysed before
[19]–[21]. However, these analyses were not all aimed at the
evaluation of individual patterns. There is a need for further
investigation into the evaluation of individual security patterns.
Below the existing research is described and briefly critiqued.
Halkidis et al. [19] performed a qualitative analysis of several
security patterns according to: a) how well the pattern adheres
to ten guiding principles for building secure software [29];
b) how well the pattern deters the software developer from
building an insecure system; and c) how the pattern responds

to different types of attack. Similar work was also performed [27], [28] were defined using traditional public key encryption
by Konrad et al. [30]. The use of qualitative evaluation criteria schemes. They do not take into account encrypted access
as used by Halkidis et al. is inherently problematic. Halkidis et control for groups; they were designed before the advent of
al. [19, Section 4] mention that some of the criteria specified PBE. Finally, Cuevas et al. [32] provides patterns for encrypted
can only be used to assess the patterns implementation and access control within Sensor Networks. Although, these patterns
not the pattern itself. For a qualitative analysis of patterns, describe encrypted access control for groups they have been
criteria assessing the patterns and not implementation need to specified for use within the application domain of sensor
be specified.
networks. The pattern language proposed will be application
Heyman et al. [21] used a quantitative approach to the domain agnostic.
evaluation of the security pattern landscape. During the
IX. C ONCLUSION
evaluation Heyman et al. evaluated patterns according to three
This paper proposes the design of a pattern language for
criteria. First was the pattern’s appropriateness that is, was
PBE
crypto-systems. PBE is a novel family of public key
the pattern specified suitable for use when designing systems.
encryption
systems that facilitates expressive and fine-grained
The second criterion was towards the pattern’s quality of
encrypted
access
control. Although, PBE schemes have been
documentation. This criterion looked at how well the problem,
employed
to
provide
encrypted access control the general
solution, and associated forces were described within the
deployment
of
such
schemes
as part of a crypto-system has
pattern. The final criterion investigated the distribution of
yet
to
be
formalised.
A
pattern-based
approach provides a
security patterns over a list of security requirements taken
separation
of
concerns
between
the
design
of a system, and its
from Firesmith [31]. Although, the efforts of Heyman et al.
implementation
by
developers.
The
proposed
pattern language
were primarily aimed at assessing the pattern landscape rather
would
be
used
as
a
tool
by
system
designers
when looking to
than individual patterns, the first two criterion, appropriateness
include
encrypted
access
control
within
their
system.
and quality of documentation, are suitable criteria for evaluating
Current
focus
has
been
towards
developing
the pattern
individual patterns.
language
itself,
and
investigating
further
the
requirements
for
Finally, Yoshika et al. [20] provided a discussion towards the
each
of
the
component
areas
required
for
modelling
both
CPuse of security patterns for security engineering. Yoshika et al.
discussed patterns in terms of their: ease of use, effectiveness, PBE and KP-PBE crypto-systems. The most recent efforts have
and sufficiency. A pattern’s ease of use is dependent upon been towards modelling the Group Information Secrecy patterns.
the quality of documentation and the pattern’s appropriateness However, there is still much work left. Futurework, will be
cf. the first and second criteria from Heyman et al. [21]. The two-fold. First the remaining areas of the pattern language
effectiveness of a pattern can be established using security will be developed. This will include providing patterns for
metrics. Measurements can be taken before, and post pattern each of the five component areas, and higher layers within the
adoption. The final discussion point was towards the sufficiency pattern language. Development of the pattern language will
of security patterns for security engineering. As with Heyman also include investigating more concrete patterns that can be
et al. the criteria were developed without individual pattern used during the implementation stage of software development
evaluation in mind. Yoshika et al. were primarily discussing to realise these crypto-systems. Secondly, an evaluation of the
the use of security patterns in relation to security engineering. constructed pattern language will take place, this will also
Only the first two criterion from Yoshika et al. [20] are suitable require identifying suitable evaluation criteria.
for evaluating individual patterns.
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